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FOREWORD  
ChiEF OF MEDiCal CORps

On the occasion of the 50th Anniversary of the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) Medical Corps, this 
monograph brings together a compilation of reflections on the development and practice of military 
medicine in the SAF. Embedded within are also the aspirations that we hold for the future of the Medical 

Corps. It is our pleasure to re-print, “Military Medicine Through The Ages”, an original article published in the 
1993 Pointer issue. Written by then COL(DR) Lim Meng Kin, he chronicled the development of military medicine 
from 3000 BC to 1991, highlighting tenets of military medicine that remain relevant even today.

Military medicine in the SAF has transformed by leaps and bounds over the last two decades.  
Frontline combat medics in the SAF are now better trained and equipped; new field surgical concepts and modern 
equipment have been introduced and new ambulance platforms have been designed for our requirements, so 
as to optimise casualty survivability in the field. In the Airforce, the 3rd Generation Aviation Physiology Training 
programme has enhanced crew safety and performance significantly. For the Navy, the medical submarine 
rescue capabilities on board MV Swift Rescue and the Rapidly Deployable Maritime Container system have been 
the cornerstone advancements for undersea and surface medicine. 

The delivery of quality peacetime healthcare remains the “bread and butter” for the Medical Corps. We 
have benchmarked ourselves to national healthcare institutions and also established strategic partnerships to 
improve healthcare services, to ensure that our servicemen and women receive the best quality of care when 
serving the SAF.

When the clarion call is sounded for the Medical Corps to provide medical support for overseas operations, 
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief missions or local large scale events, there has never been a lack of 
volunteers. Over the past 50 years, we are proud to have participated in more than 50 such operations.

As we step into the future, the operating landscape will bring new challenges. But, the future also presents 
new opportunities for military medicine in the SAF. We will need to keep pace with medical technological 
advancements, exploit the potential of bioinformatics, tap on unmanned technology for medical purposes, 
capitalise on genomics based medicine for enhanced medical screening and seek greater synergism with the 
national healthcare system. 

Amidst the promise of exciting changes and developments that lie ahead, the Medical Corps will remain 
guided by our motto – Seek Excellence, Save Lives and Serve the SAF. Our motto defines our purpose and our 
mission. This is what differentiates our men and women from those who practise their craft in the national 
healthcare system. This is what makes us the SAF Medical Corps.  

I hope you will enjoy reading this monograph.

RaDM(DR) Tang Kong Choong
Chief of Medical Corps


